Cabinet of the Month January 2022

ANDREA ANDREANI nach BATTISTA FRANCO
(1540/46 – 1623)

The Triumph of the Christian Knight or The Triumph of the Christian Hero. 1590. Lettered around image:
'Bonum certamencertavi ... ad Timot CIII“.Andreani's monogram „AA Fecit anno DMDCX Mantuae“ and 10
lines of dedication to monsignor LudovicoGonzaga and description in lowermargin.“Deuotiss Serurtore
Andrea Andreani Manto“(lacking: cIc oI cx).
Wm: Anker in Circle. 48;6:32,9 cm (with Border and Text). Chiaroscuro woodcut from three blocks in
yellow/brown and black.
Lit: Bartsch XII.136.14.

It depicts a Christian knight fighting against the Deadly Sins in the lower right and his glory in Heaven in
the upper center. The Chriaroscuro woodcut is a copy from the woodcut broadside of 1555 after a design
by Battista Franco (whose drawing is in the Morgan Library, inv.1982.39). The original broadside was
published in Latin and Italien by the Tramezzino brothers (Michele and Francesco) in Venice in 1555. The
iconography of the Christian Knight woodcut is probably based on Erasmus’s Enchiridion. The following
passage which drives from the Epistle to the Ephersians 6: 10-23, are just as the iconography of the
Christian Knight woodcut. „ You will find the weapons of God by which you can endure an evil day. On
your right you will find the arms of justice, on your left the armor of truth, the breastplate of justice, and
the shield of faith, a shield with which you can ward off the fiery darts of the devil. You will find also the
helmet of salvation, and the sword of the spirit which is the word of God.“ (Erasmus, Handbook of the
Militant Christian, trans. by J. P. Dolan, Notre Dame (Indiana), 1962, p. 74) The composition was re-used
by El Greco in 1568/9 for his early painting known as the Modena triptych. See Michiaki Koshikawa,
'Aspects of Problems in Western Art History', XIV 2016, pp.107-14 (published in Tokyo - offprint in BM).
Verso remains of mount. Middle fold on the right side open to the image. Upper left corner and Lower left
smal lost arears. (99165).
CHF 3400.–
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JOHANN LUDWIG ABERLI
(Winterthur 1732 – 1786 Bern)

Arcadian landscape - Shepherd resting. 1772. Signed and dated lower left. Pen and watercolor on paper.
31.3.5:38.3 cm.
Lit: Charlotte König-von Dach. Johann Ludwig Aberli, p. 134.
Provenance: Rümligen Castle.

Johann Ludwig Aberli is one of the most important Swiss masters and at the same time founder and
forerunner of the Swiss romantic movement. His love and enthusiasm for nature, led him to become one of
the first to approach the precise view of a landscape in an artistic manner. Rousseau and Haller also treated
landscapes merely as a background and frame for the depicted human beings and their destinies while
Aberli gained distinction not only for his precise reproductions, but also for his creativity. Furthermore, he
developed the
so-called «Aberlische Manier», a technique for outline etching, which he protected by copyright as a
«Privileg» in Berne in 1766. A specially developed process using the three primary colours was applied for
the colouring, which his friend and student Heinrich Rieter handed down at a New Year’s piece in 1817.
(44912).
CHF 3800.-
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HONORÉ DAUMIER

(Marseille 1808-1879 Valmondois)
Une Présentation a Bénéfice...HD. Les Beaux Jours de la Vie. Chez Aubert Pl. de la Bourse, 29. Imp.
d'Aubert & Cie.
Lithograph. Sheet: 34:26,5 cm. (42267)
Lit: Delteil 1124 II.

CHF 380.-

HONORÉ DAUMIER

(Marseille 1808-1879 Valmondois)
Le Jour de l'An. HD. Les Beaux Jours de la Vie. Chez Aubert Pl. de la Bourse, 29. Imp. d'Aubert & Cie.
Lithograph. Sheet: 34:26,6 cm. (42267).

Lit: Delteil 1122 III.
CHF 380.-
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CASPAR WOLF
(Muri 1735 – 1783 Heidelberg)
Alpes Helveticae. Frontispiece with title by B. A. Dunker, engraved
by Johann Rudolf Schellenberg, and 10 engravings with frames
and headpieces, by J. R. Schellenberg, J. Stöklin and M. G. Eichler.
(Bern bey Abraham Wagner 1777). Loose in modern portfolio.
Lit: Raeber AH; Lonchamp 64.

The beautiful depictions go back to a series of about 200 oil
paintings, which Caspar Wolf painted on commission from the
publisher Abraham Wagner. The pictures were in Wagner's
painting "Cabinett" and provided the models for the series of
engravings Alpes Helveticae, Bern 1777, and especially
Merkwürdige Prospekte auf den Schweizer Gebürgen und
derselben Beschreibung, Bern 1776, 1777. Wolf's magnificent
depictions of the Alpine landscape were appreciated only by a few;
the painter died impoverished on a trip to Heidelberg, and the
publisher failed due to financial problems. (44124).

CHF 1200.-
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SALOMON GESSNER / CARL WILHELM KOLBE
(1730 Zürich 1788 / Berlin 1757−1835 Dessau)
Collection des Tableaux en Gouache et des Dessins de Salomon Gessner gravés à l'Eau-forte par Guil.
Kolbe. Dédiée à sa Majesté l'impéeratirice Douairière de toutes les Russies. Title, 1 leaf and 25 etchings.
Loose in blue folder 1 (premier cahier). Sheet: 41:53,5 cm.

Lit: Lonchamp 1227. Brun II, 184. Nagler VII, 133, 93–118.
In the years 1805 to 1807, Carl Wilhelm Kolbe traveled to Zurich in order to make engravings after the
works of Salomon Gessner, who had died in 1788. During three years of intensive work, he produced 22
etchings using the gouaches from Gessner’s Cabinet as models. The finished plates were printed and the
planed publication was partially provided to interested persons. The work was published by the publishing
house of the Gessner bookstore in Zurich in 6 issues, with 4 prints each.
Very good copy, with some light foxing. Marginal tear in Title, La Fontaine dans le bois, Damon et Phillis,
La rèveuse, and Le Bois. Old repair of corner loss on le Temple, La Grotte, and La Conversation au bain.
(99125).

CHF 1200.-
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JOHANN RUDOLF FÜSSLI
(1737 – 1806)

Hans Rudolph Füsslins kritisches Verzeichniss der bessten, nach den berühmtesten Mahlern aller Schulen
vorhandenen Kupferstiche : Für Liebhaber, die sich mittelst einer nicht zahlreichen, aber auserlesenen
Sammlung von Kupferstichen deutliche Begriffe von dem, jedem klassischen Mahler eigenen
Kunstcharakter erwerben wollen. Zürich bey Orell Füssli & Companie 1798– 1806. 8°.
Lit: Longchamp 1125 (fnotes only 4 Portraits).

Provenance: MS note of Paul Anton Wickhard Zug 1813.
4 vols. contemp. marbled paper boards (corners bumped and rubbed).
I: 68,300 + 1 engr. portrait. Florentine and Roman school. II: 420 2 engr. portraits. Lombard and Bolognese
school. III: 260 + 2 engr. portraits. Venetian school. IV: 278 + engr. 2 portraits. Dutch school. The 8
portraits show: Leonardo da Vinci u. Raphael, Coreccio and Caracci, Titian + Veronese, Rubens and
Rembrandt engraved by Lips. (44913).
CHF 750.-

